We investigate whether herd behavior in equity market is led by 'core' stocks or by 'peripheral' stocks connected to core stocks, which we identify using the minimum spanning tree, a technique in network theory. Using non-securities stocks listed in the Korea Exchange from January 2005 to December 2015, we find that core stocks are not necessarily the stocks whose market values are large but are mid-sized stocks. As in previous studies, we find strong evidence of herding in the Korean stock market. However, herding arises only when the market is in stress: during bear states, core stocks herd toward to the market return and peripheral stocks herd to core stocks in their clusters. During bull markets, however, adverse herding arises mainly driven by securities stocks and thus cross-sectional dispersion in returns increases.
Introduction
Herding is an important element of behavior in financial markets as it can distort asset prices, leading to market inefficiency. Empirical studies have suggested some evidence of herding by market experts such as analysts or institutional investors from their clustering behavior (Welch, 2000; Barber, Odean, and Zhu, 2009; Choi and Sias, 2009; Hirshleifer and Teoh, 2009 ). These studies, however, do not necessarily indicate that asset prices are biased such that the efficient allocation of assets is disturbed. Other studies investigate the effects of herding on asset prices using cross-sectional dispersion of returns or betas (Christie and Huang, 1995; Chang, Cheng, and Khorana, 2000; Hwang and Salmon, 2004) . They test if the cross-sectional dispersion of returns or betas decreases when market is under stress and thus herding arises.
Herding may be more prominent within industries rather than in the entire market because signals and recommendations by financial analysts or decisions of business managers are often at the industrial level (Choi and Sias, 2009; Bikhchandani and Sharma, 2001; Yao, Ma, and He, 2014; Gebka and Wohar, 2013; Demirer, Lien, and Zhang, 2015) . Although the connection between individual firms identified by industries is intuitively appealing, firms are connected for other reasons such as ownership connections (Anton and Polk, 2014) , connections in trading (Shleifer and Vishny, 1992; Coval and Stafford, 2007) , or pairs by cointegrated prices (Gatev, Goetzmann and Rouwenhorst, 2006) . They may be connected because of their vertical relationships or because they belong to the same business family.
Firm characteristics, e.g., size, book-to-market, liquidity, and growth, (Harvey, Liu and Zhu, 2015) , can also connect stocks, for which investors face similar pricing problems.
In this study we identify connections using network theory in order to investigate herding in financial markets. If herding is more likely to occur at the level of investments in a group of similar assets (Bikhchandani and Sharma, 2001; Demirer, Lien, and Zhang, 2015) , connected stocks may be more affected by investor herding than stocks grouped by industries.
The complexity of financial dependencies between individual stocks can be reduced using the minimum spanning tree (MST) proposed by Mantegna (1999) . If market and industry are the only two connections that explain individual stocks, herding at the market and industry levels should represent irrational price distortion during market stress. However, if there are other types of connections that affect asset returns, herding at the market or industry level would not capture herd behavior in equity markets.
The purpose of this study is to investigate whether the herd behavior in equity market is led by a small number of 'core' stocks or by their 'peripheral' stocks connected to the core stocks, which we identify using the MST. Using 533 non-securities stocks listed in the Korea Exchange from January 2005 to December 2015, we identify 36 core stocks. The top three core stocks, i.e., Keyang Electric Machinery, Hyundai BNG Steel, and Hanjin Heavy Industries and Construction are connected to 50, 44, and 45 peripheral stocks, respectively. It is interesting that the largest two firms, Samsung Electronics and Korea Electric Power Corporation, are not identified as core stocks. When securities firms are included in the analysis, approximately half of the core stocks are in the securities sector. These securities firms hold a large amount of shares listed in the Korea Exchange and thus their stock returns are closely connected to stocks in other sectors.
Using cross-sectional dispersion in returns as herd measure (Christie and Huang, 1995; Chang, Cheng, and Khorana, 2000) , we find strong evidence of herding when market returns are extreme. When market is in stress, investors behave irrationally and cross-sectional dispersion in returns decreases: returns of core stocks come closer to the market return and those of peripheral stocks also approach to the returns of core stocks in their clusters. During bull markets, however, adverse herding arises (cross-sectional dispersion in returns increases), and investors do not follow the movements of the market nor core stocks. These results are different from herding decomposed by industries. When herding is measured within-industry (cross-sectional dispersion of individual stocks with respect to their industry) and crossindustry (cross-sectional dispersion of industries with respect to the market), we do not find herding but adverse herding is observed in bull markets.
Our contribution to the literature can be summarized as follows. First, stocks can be grouped in an effective way using network theory to identify the characteristics and the behavioral patterns of independent entities -such as people, groups, and objects -through understanding the network structure. Many attempts have been made for equities, and the recent surge in social network analysis allows it possible to analyze the diverse channels at which researchers approach the topic. For the proponents of the network analysis, the equity market is a complex network, and we explore this topic for a bias in investor behavior.
Second, this paper contributes to the existing research by studying connections between individual stocks. Prior studies on herd behavior have used various connections, i.e., investor entities (i.e., individuals, foreigners, and institutions), the aggregate market, or the industrial level. For example, Christie and Huang (1995) investigate herding at the market level whereas Bikhchandani and Sharma (2001) , Choi and Sias (2009), Yao, Ma, and He (2014) , Gebka and Wohar (2013) , and Demirer, Lien, and Zhang (2015) analyze herding at the industry level. Chen (2013) and Chang and Lin (2015) study herding behavior at international level. On the other hand, herding has been investigated for groups that are sorted by market capitalization (Chang, Cheng, and Khorana, 2000; Kim, 2013) . We use connections identified by networks, which we believe to better describe price co-movements in the equity market than industries or sizes. This paper is organized as follows. In the following section, we describe how to construct the MST using Kruskal's (1956) algorithm and how to test herding using the network identified by the algorithm. In Section 3, we present the properties of core and peripheral stocks and report the empirical results for herding. Section 4 concludes our paper.
Network in the Stock Market and Herding
In order to investigate herding behavior in networks, we explain how to identify core and peripheral stocks using networks in the stock market and then propose testable models for the analysis of herd behavior of these two groups.
Analysis of Network and Clusters
A stock market network can be constructed such that stocks in the market can be grouped into two groups, i.e., core stocks and peripheral stocks. Following Mantegna (1999), we use the distance measure to generate the minimum spanning tree (MST). The distance measure is calculated as follows using a Spearman's rank correlation coefficient ( ):
where and denote individual stocks and . The distance measure ranges from 0 to 1 and shows less correlation as its value approaches 1. When there are individual stocks, ( − 1)/2 distances are calculated.
1 Spearman correlations are used in this study instead of Pearson correlations because of the non-normality of stock returns.
The distances are then used to construct the MST using Kruskal's (1956) algorithm.
Kruskal's algorithm finds a subset of the distances that forms a tree that includes every stock, where the total weight of all the distances in the tree is minimized. More specifically, the MST method forms a network by sequentially selecting non-circular links with the shortest distance among ( − 1)/2 number of links. The MST method has an advantage that it efficiently utilizes information by conserving most of network properties (Cormen, Leiserson, Rivest, and Stein, 2009 Kruskal's algorithm allows us to divide individual stocks into a certain number of coherent groups so that the minimum distance between stocks in different groups is maximized. There are no specific criteria for grouping and we use the following heuristic method as criteria for clustering.
 Criterion 1: A stock that has at least K directly linked peripheral stocks.
 Criterion 2: A stock that has at least one link to another core stock.
 Criterion 3: A bridge stock (that exists between two core stocks) that has at least K directly or indirectly linked to peripheral stocks.
The minimum number K of peripheral stocks linked to a core stock needs to be defined considering the number of clusters (the number of core stocks out of the total number of stocks). If K is too large, clusters may include less connected stocks and thus may not show investor herding by connection. On the other hand, if K is too small, the number of clusters increases too much and connected stocks may belong to different clusters. Criterion 2 explains that there should be only one link between two core stocks because the MST method requires that every stock must be linked, and thus, a single link between the clusters is considered as being little correlated. Criterion 3 assigns a bridged core stock and its peripheral stocks into a separate cluster when the bridged core stock which serves as a connection between two core stocks has at least K links to peripheral stocks.
Herd Measure and Testable Models
Various measures have been proposed to investigate herd behavior in financial markets. Lakonishok, Shleifer, and Vishny (1992) base their criterion on the trades conducted by a subset of market participants over a period of time. Wermers (1999) proposes a portfolio-change measure which is designed to capture both the direction and intensity of trading by investors. However, these measures do not directly show the effects of herding on asset prices. Christie and Huang (1995) argue that the magnitude of cross-sectional dispersion of individual stock returns decreases during large price changes when investors decide to imitate the observed decisions of others in the market rather than follow their own beliefs and information.
Herding has been investigated at the industry level because both signals that investors receive, recommendations by financial analysts, and business decisions by managers are often at the level of industry (Choi and Sias, 2009; Bikhchandani and Sharma, 2001; Yao, Ma, and He, 2014; Gebka and Wohar, 2013; Demirer, Lien, and Zhang, 2015) . 2 However, industry is not the only way to group stocks. There are different types of connections between stocks that belong to different industries. Some examples of connections that are known to affect asset prices are ownership connections (Anton and Polk, 2014) , connections in trading (Shleifer and Vishny, 1992; Coval and Stafford, 2007) , or pairs by co-integrated prices (Gatev, Goetzmann and Rouwenhorst, 2006) . Connections may also arise between firms that have a vertical relationship or firms that are owned by the same business family. When connections are identified by firm characteristics (Harvey, Liu and Zhu, 2015) , e.g., size, book-to-market, liquidity, and growth, these characteristics can be used to form groups of stocks where investors face similar pricing problems.
In this study we investigate herding between connected stocks under the assumption that stocks in close connections are more affected by investor herding than those grouped by industries. If investors observe and follow movements of closely connected stocks, the prices of connected stocks may co-move by investors' herd behavior. Suppose the cross-sectional variance (CSV) in returns:
where and denote returns of stock and the market at time , respectively. The CSV can be decomposed into CSVs in core and peripheral stocks as follows:
where is the CSV of peripheral stocks with respect to core stocks ( ) and is the CSV of core stocks with respect to the market ( ).
In our study, we use cross-sectional standard deviations rather than cross-sectional variance for consistency with other previous studies. Cross-sectional dispersions are defined as follows:
where and represent the numbers of core stocks and their peripheral stocks linked to a core stock c, respectively, = . See the Appendix for the details of the equations. When industry is used for grouping, is replaced with equally weighted industry returns.
Empirical models for testing herd behavior in equity market
If investors' tendency to follow the market consensus increases during large market movements (Christie and Huang, 1995; Chang, Cheng, and Khorana, 2000) , the crosssectional dispersion decreases with the market volatility. To investigate this, Christie and Huang (1995) regress cross-sectional dispersions in returns on a constant and two dummy variables designed to capture extreme positive and negative market returns. Negative coefficients on the dummy variables can be interpreted as an evidence of herding.
In this study, we test this type of herding using the following regression:
where ε is an error term, ≥0 equals one when the market return is positive or zero and zero otherwise. The lagged CSD is used as an explanatory variable because of the persistence of CSD . The coefficients on the absolute market return are expected to be positive, i.e., 1 + > 0 and 1 − > 0, because of a close association of market volatility and cross-sectional dispersion in returns (Hwang and Satchell, 2005) . In this regression, we expect both 2 + and 2 − to be negative because investors follow others during large market movements. In particular, if investors follow others at large and negative market returns, we expect 2 − < 2 + < 0.
Herding may increase when markets are in stress. To investigate herding during the periods of market stress, we test herding in different market states, i.e., bull and bear states.
Motivated by the regime switching literature (e.g., Hamilton, 1989) , we identify bull and bear states using the following simple regime switching model:
where is the market return, and are the expected market return and volatility of regime = 1, 2, respectively, and the dummy (state) variable is one when regime i is selected, and zero otherwise. As in Hamilton (1989) , the state variables are assumed to be governed by a first-order Markov chain. The regime switching model is estimated using the Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo Gibbs sampling estimation. Once the two states are identified, they are named as 'bull' and 'bear' states according to the characteristics of the expected market return and volatility.
The difference in herding between bull and bear states can be tested using the following regression equation:
where equals one in the bull state and zero otherwise. In general, negative coefficients on expect a larger negative coefficient 2 − . Equations (7) and (9) are used for CSD , CSD , and CSD for herding in the entire market, peripheral stocks, and core stocks, respectively.
Empirical Analysis
We investigate herd behavior of the Korean stock market using the network structure. 
Network structure of the Korean stock market
We first estimate a correlation matrix of 558 stock returns, and then, obtain networks of the Korean stock market. The network is composed of 558 nodes and 557 links. In Figure   1 we visualize networks using program called Pajek for three cases: the network under the assumption that stock returns are randomly correlated (panel A), the network with all stocks in the market (panel B), and the network with non-securities stocks (panel C). The network of random correlation generated by Pajek spans equally among stocks and there is no pattern.
On the contrary, both the networks with all stocks and without securities stocks are distinct from that of the random network in panel A because they visualize many core stocks. The network with all stocks shows concentration of connections to a smaller number of core stocks.
We create clusters with K=6 in the first and the third criteria so that at least six peripheral stocks are connected to a core stock. The number of core stocks identified by these criteria is 5~6% of all stocks. These results are summarized in Figure 2 where the connections between stocks using the MST are visualized. The first figure shows that Dongbu Securities and KDB Daewoo Securities are cores of the two largest clusters, which include 74 and 64 stocks respectively (Table 1 ). The second figure for the non-securities stocks shows that concentration to the largest few clusters is less severe. It is interesting to find that the core stocks identified with non-securities stocks do not include the largest stocks such as Samsung Electronics or Korea Electric Power Corporation.
Our results indicate that these largest stocks are not connected with other stocks in the market despite their importance (weights) in the market return. In fact, the network analysis shows us that medium stocks such as Keyang Electric Machinery, Hyundai BNG Steel, and Hanjin Heavy Industries and Construction are the top three core stocks that have 139 stocks in their clusters. Although we cannot conclude that these results show any lead-lag relationship between stock returns in the market, it is surprising to find that mid-size stocks are more linked to other stocks.
Estimation of Market States and Properties of Cross-sectional Dispersion
In this subsection, using the core and peripheral stocks identified in the previous subsection, we empirically investigate in which components of the network herding arises.
Herding arises when financial markets are in stress and investors become difficult to process information rationally (Schwert, 1990; Christie and Huang, 1995; Chang, Cheng, and Khorana, 2000; Brunnermeier, 2001 ).
For comparison purposes, we also calculate cross-sectional dispersion of industry returns with respect to market returns and cross-sectional dispersion of individual stock returns with respect to their industry returns, which are also denoted as CSD and CSD , respectively. When CSD is estimated using industry classifications as in Chang, Cheng, and Khorana (2000) , Park (2011), Kim and Choe (2012) , and Kim (2013), our measure of herding at the industry level, CSD , can be regarded as aggregated herding of all industries at the industry level:
, where
for industry and is the number of stocks in industry j. As in Yao, Ma, and He (2014) , Gebka and Wohar (2013) , and Demirer, Lien, and Zhang (2015) , if herding arises at the industry level, we would observe herding in CSD .
We estimate the regime switching model in (8) using the Bayesian Markov Chain
Monte Carlo Gibbs sampling estimation. 7 Figure 4 reports the smoothed probabilities of the two market regimes we estimate using equally weighted market returns without securities stocks. The standard conjugate Gaussian distribution and the inverted gamma distribution are used for and , respectively. We estimate the transition probabilities using conjugate beta priors, but use weak priors for the transition probabilities in order to avoid frequent changes in regimes. The results are generated with 10,000 iterations after 10,000 burn-in iterations. For detailed explanations, see Kim and Nelson (1999) and Hwang and Satchell (2010) . 8 There is little difference in the smoothed probabilities between the two market returns (equally weighted market returns with all stocks and without securities stocks).
deviation of the market return during the bull state are 0.11% and 0.76% respectively.
Markets are in stress when market returns are negative and volatility is high (in the bear state). Table 2 reports basic statistical properties of CSD , CSD , CSD , and the stock market returns ( ), whose dynamics are shown in Figure 5 . There is little difference in the properties of cross-sectional dispersions between when all stocks are used and when securities stocks are excluded. In panel A of Table 2 , when securities stocks are excluded, daily averages of the cross-sectional dispersions of core stocks (CSD ) and peripheral stocks (CSD ) are 2.44% and 3.67%, respectively. The average CSD and CSD are 2.32% and 3.51% in bull states, but increase to 2.98% and 4.37% in bear states, respectively. Thus, the crosssectional dispersions of core stocks and peripheral stocks increase during bearish markets.
These results indicate that core stocks are less dispersed than peripheral stocks, and the dispersion increases when market is in stress. Panel C shows similar patterns in CSD and CSD for industry-sorted groups, but CSD is much smaller than CSD because equally weighted industry returns are used rather than returns of a core stock. However, the difference in the unconditional cross-sectional dispersions does not indicate herding during bull markets, which we test in the following subsection.
Herd Behavior Investigated with the Networks
We now investigate herding in cross-sectional stock returns using equation (7). If herding behavior occurs, then the coefficients on 2 should be negative as CSD decreases when investors irrationally follow returns of core stocks at the extreme market movements. Table 3 reports the regression results of CSDs for the entire period, bull and bear periods using the clusters with all stocks, non-securities stocks, and industries. Bull (bear) states are identified by the smoothed probability in Figure 4 (prob( ) ≥ 0.5). As expected, the coefficients on the absolute market return are all positive and significant. This result is consistent with a close association of market volatility and cross-sectional dispersion in returns (Hwang and Satchell, 2005 Moreover, adverse herding is observed during bull states for industry and network with all stocks (panels A and C). This means that core stock returns or industry index returns are less likely to follow the market consensus during large market movements in bull periods.
However, when securities stocks are excluded from the network, we do not find any statistical evidence of adverse herding (Panel B). Therefore, the results indicate that adverse herding arises when securities stocks perform as core stocks in the network.
Herding is observed only during bear states for the two cases where networks are used.
When non-securities stocks are used to form core and peripheral stocks, we find evidence of herding in bear markets in core stocks and peripheral stocks. As the clusters estimated by the MST directly measure connections in price movements, the evidence of herding suggests comovement in returns in bear markets. The network identified with all stocks may not represent connections between non-securities stocks as it is dominated by securities stocks (Table 1) .
Finally, evidence of adverse herding and herding during bull and bear states respectively is more clear when market returns are positive rather than negative. When herding intensifies by investors' panic behavior, we expect severe herding when market returns are negative in bear states. Our results show that herding arises in bear states but when market returns are positive.
Robustness of Results
The robustness of the results are tested using equation (9). The results in Table 4 are consistent what we find in Table 3 . Herding occurs in bear states between stocks that are closely correlated whereas adverse herding is observed in bull markets. The difference in coefficients between bull and bear states is significant in all cases: the null hypothesis H 0 : 2 + = 2 + is rejected at the 5% significance level.
Our results are robust to different minimum numbers of peripheral stocks connected to a core stock. We set K= 5 and 7 instead of 6, and investigate herding for core and peripheral stocks as described above. For example, when the minimum numbers of peripheral stocks connected to a core stock is set to 7, the numbers of clusters reduces to 18 and 20 from 28 and 36 clusters using all stocks and non-securities stocks, respectively. The results of equation (7) when K= 7 in Table 5 are consistent with those in Table 3 . Herding arises in bear states and adverse herding is observed only when securities stocks are included. Otherwise, we do not find evidence of adverse herding.
Conclusions
In this study, we analyze network in the Korean stock market using the minimum spanning tree algorithm, and then, investigate if herd behavior is led by a small sample of 'core' stocks or by 'peripheral' stocks during bear states in the stock market. Use crosssectional dispersions of the core stocks and of the peripheral stocks as herding measures, we
show that herding arises for both core stocks and peripheral stocks during bear states.
We also find a few interesting asymmetric features of herding behavior during bull and bear market states. First, during bull states, we find adverse herding that the CSDs increase at the extreme market movements. Adverse herding appears to be mainly driven by securities firms because it is significant only when networks with all stocks or industry are used for grouping. Second, both core stocks and peripheral stocks exhibit herding in bear market states. However, it is interesting that herding exhibited in bear states is significant when the stock market rises.
Our contribution is to find that co-movements in asset returns should be analyzed using networks identified with connections rather than the conventional grouping method such as industries. This is because stock returns in an industry are not necessarily closely connected with each other. The patterns of return co-movements show us a different story when the connections are identified with correlations and analyzed in network theory.
Using core and peripheral stocks, we decompose the CSV into two parts, i.e., crosssectional variance of core stocks and cross-sectional variance of peripheral stocks as follows: + 2 − 2 (1 − ≥0 )(1 − ut ) + φCSD −1 + ε , where CSD is estimated using all stocks, core stocks, and peripheral stocks, ≥0 is an indicator variable that is one when ≥ 0 and zero otherwise, and is an indicator variable that is one when the smoothed probability of the bull regime is larger than 0.5 and zero otherwise. Each clusters identified by the MST and the heuristic method requires at least 6 peripheral stocks connected to a core stock. The smoothed probability of bull and bear states is estimated using the regime switching model in (8). For the results in panel C, core stocks are represented by industry returns, and peripheral stocks are stocks included in each of the industries. The numbers in the round brackets represent heteroskedasticity robust t-statistics. The figures show network identified with the Minimal Spanning Tree and the heuristic method for clustering (A core stock has at least 6 directly linked peripheral stocks, a core stock that has at least one link to another core stock, and a bridge stock (that exists between two core stocks) that has at least 6 directly or indirectly linked to peripheral stocks)
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We identify bull and bear markets using the following simple regime switching model: = 1 1 + 2 2 + , = 1 1 + 2 2 , where is the market return, and are the expected market return and volatility of regime = 1, 2, respectively, and the dummy (state) variable, , is one when regime i is selected, and zero otherwise. As in Hamilton (1989) , the state variables are assumed to be governed by a first-order Markov chain. The regime switching model is estimated using the Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo Gibbs sampling estimation. The standard conjugate Gaussian distribution and the inverted gamma distribution are used for and , respectively. We estimate the transition probabilities using conjugate beta priors, but use weak priors for the transition probabilities in order to avoid frequent changes in regimes. The results are generated with 10,000 iterations after 10,000 burn-in iterations. Once the two states are identified, they are labelled according to the characteristics of the expected market return and volatility. 
